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Growing Stronger
Bible scholar Christian Brady, an expert on Old Testament
lament, was as prepared as a person could be for the death
of a child—which is to say, not nearly well enough. When his
eight-year-old son died suddenly from a fast-moving blood
infection, Brady heard the typical platitudes about accepting
God's will and knew that quiet acceptance was not the only
godly way to grieve. With deep faith, knowledge of Scripture,
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and the wisdom that comes only from experience, Brady
guides readers grieving losses and setbacks of all kinds in
voicing their lament to God, reflecting on the nature of human
existence, and persevering in hope. Brady finds that rather
than an image of God managing every event and action in
our lives, the biblical account describes the very real world in
which we all live, a world full of hardship and calamity that
often comes unbidden and unmerited. Yet, it also is a world
into which God lovingly intrudes to bring comfort, peace, and
grace.

Not My Idea
Based on the hit USA NETWORK television series A tie-in
readers will be totally "psyched" about Shawn Spencer has
convinced everyone he's psychic. Now, he has to either clean
up or be found out. After the PSYCH detective agency gets
some top-notch publicity, Shawn's high-school nemesis,
Dallas Steele, hires him to help choose his investments.
Naturally, their predictions turn out to be total busts. And the
deceptive Dallas is thrilled that he has completely discredited
and humiliated Shawn once and for all, until he's found
murdered. But the police have a suspec found at the scene
with a smoking gun. And she says Shawn took control of her
mind and forced her to do it. After all, he is a psychic?

Terrible Things
International Bestseller A heart-wrenching, yet hopeful,
memoir of a young marriage that is redefined by mental
illness and affirms the power of love. Mark and Giulia’s life
together began as a storybook romance. They fell in love at
eighteen, married at twenty-four, and were living their dream
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life in San Francisco. When Giulia was twenty-seven, she
suffered a terrifying and unexpected psychotic break that
landed her in the psych ward for nearly a month. One day she
was vibrant and well-adjusted; the next she was delusional
and suicidal, convinced that her loved ones were not safe.
Eventually, Giulia fully recovered, and the couple had a son.
But, soon after Jonas was born, Giulia had another
breakdown, and then a third a few years after that. Pushed to
the edge of the abyss, everything the couple had once taken
for granted was upended. A story of the fragility of the mind,
and the tenacity of the human spirit, My Lovely Wife in the
Psych Ward is, above all, a love story that raises profound
questions: How do we care for the people we love? What and
who do we live for? Breathtaking in its candor, radiant with
compassion, and written with dazzling lyricism, Lukach’s is
an intensely personal odyssey through the harrowing years of
his wife’s mental illness, anchored by an abiding devotion to
family that will affirm readers’ faith in the power of love.

A Terrible Thing to Waste
When The Unbearable Lightness of Being was first published
in English, it was hailed as "a work of the boldest mastery,
originality, and richness" by critic Elizabeth Hardwick and
named one of the best books of 1984 by the New York Times
Book Review. It went on to win the Los Angeles Times Book
Prize for Fiction and quickly became an international
bestseller. Twenty years later, the novel has established itself
as a modern classic. To commemorate the anniversary of its
first English-language publication, HarperCollins is proud to
offer a special hardcover edition. A young woman in love with
a man torn between his love for her and his incorrigible
womanizing; one of his mistresses and her humbly faithful
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lover -- these are the two couples whose story is told in this
masterful novel. Controlled by day, Tereza's jealousy
awakens by night, transformed into ineffably sad deathdreams, while Tomas, a successful surgeon, alternates loving
devotion to the dependent Tereza with the ardent pursuit of
other women. Sabina, an independent, free-spirited artist,
lives her life as a series of betrayals -- of parents, husband,
country, love itself -- whereas her lover, the intellectual Franz,
loses all because of his earnest goodness and fidelity. In a
world in which lives are shaped by irrevocable choices and by
fortuitous events, a world in which everything occurs but
once, existence seems to lose its substance, its weight.
Hence we feel, says the novelist, "the unbearable lightness of
being" -- not only as the consequence of our private acts but
also in the public sphere, and the two inevitably intertwine.
This magnificent novel encompasses the extremes of comedy
and tragedy, and embraces, it seems, all aspects of human
existence. It juxtaposes geographically distant places
(Prague, Geneva, Paris, Thailand, the United States, a forlorn
Bohemian village); brilliant and playful reflections (on "eternal
return," on kitsch, on man and animals -- Tomas and Tereza
have a beloved doe named Karenin); and a variety of styles
(from the farcical to the elegiac) to take its place as perhaps
the major achievement of one of the world's truly great
writers.

The Terrible and Wonderful Reasons Why I Run
Long Distances
'Abby Ellin's writing is everything her fiancé pretended to be:
witty, vulnerable, brave, smart, and honest.' - Michael Finkel,
author of The Stranger in the Woods In Duped, New York
Times journalist Abby Ellin explores the secret lives of
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compulsive liars, and the tragedy of those who trust them.
Perfect for anybody who enjoyed Bad Blood and Dirty John.
While leading a double life sounds like the stomping ground
of psychopaths, moles, and covert agents with indeterminate
dialects, plenty of people who appear 'normal' keep canyonsized secrets from those in their immediate orbits. These
untold stories lead to enormous surprises, often unpleasant
ones. Duped is an investigation of compulsive liars - and how
they fool their loved ones - drawing on Abby Ellin's personal
experience. From the day Abby went on her first date with
The Commander, she was caught up in a whirlwind. Within
five months he'd proposed, and they'd moved in together. But
there were red flags: strange stories of international
espionage, involving Osama bin Laden and the Pentagon.
Soon his stories began to unravel until she discovered, far
later than she'd have liked, that he was a complete and utter
fraud. When Ellin wrote about her experience in Psychology
Today, the responses were unlike anything she'd experienced
as a journalist. Legions of people wrote in with similar stories,
of otherwise sharp-witted and self-aware people being taken
in by ludicrous scams. Why was it so hard to spot these
outlandish stories? Why were so many of the perpetrators
male, and so many of the victims female? Was there
something universal at play here? In Duped, New York Times
journalist Abby Ellin explores the secret lives of compulsive
liars, and the tragedy of those who trust them - who have
experienced severe, prolonged betrayal - and the terrible
impact on their sense of reality and their ability to trust ever
again. Studying the art and science of lying, talking to victims
who've had their worlds turned upside down, and writing with
great openness about her own mistakes, she lays the
phenomenon bare. Ellin offers us a shocking and intimate
look not only at the damage that the duplicitous cause, but
the painful reaction of a society that is all too quick to blame
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the believer.

A More Beautiful and Terrible History
As the scion of one of New York's leading families, Newland
Archer was born into a life of sumptuous privilege and strict
duty. Though sensitive and intelligent, Archer respects the
rigid social code of his class and plans to marry ?one of his
own kind,” the striking May Welland. But the arrival of the freespirited Countess Olenska, who breathes clouds of European
sophistication, makes him question his formerly complacent
life. As he falls ever more deeply in love with her, he
discovers just how hard it is to escape the bounds of his
society. Edith Wharton's Pulitzer Prize-winning novel is at
once a poignant story of frustrated love and an extraordinarily
vivid and satirical portrait of a vanished world. The world's
greatest works of literature are now available in these
beautiful keepsake volumes. Bound in real cloth, and
featuring gilt edges and ribbon markers, these beautifully
produced books are a wonderful way to build a handsome
library of classic literature. These are the essential novels that
belong in every home. They'll transport readers to imaginary
worlds and provide excitement, entertainment, and
enlightenment for years to come. All of these novels feature
attractive illustrations and have an unequalled period feel that
will grace the library, the bedside table or bureau.

The Age of Innocence
“A seductive page-turner that ripples with an undercurrent of
suspense.” —The Boston Globe “A seamless triumph of
storytelling.” —Gail Godwin, author of Flora It’s 1969, and
sixteen-year-old Lucy is about to run away with a much older
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man to live off the grid in rural Pennsylvania, a rash act that
will have frightening repercussions for both her and her older
sister, Charlotte. As Lucy’s default caretaker for most of their
lives, Charlotte has always been burdened by having to be
the responsible one, but never more so than when Lucy’s
dream of a rural paradise turns into a nightmare. With
precise, haunting prose and indelible characters, Cruel
Beautiful World examines the infinitesimal distance between
seduction and love, loyalty and duty, and most of all, tells a
universal story of sisterhood and the complicated legacy of
family. “Absorbing.” —The New York Times Book Review
“Captivating.”—Los Angeles Times “Engrossing.” —People
“Page-turning suspense.” —New York Journal of Books
“Riveting.” —Marie Claire “Marvelous.”—The National Book
Review “Hauntingly brilliant.” —Coastal Living “Gripping and
suspenseful.” —BookPage “Moving.” —The Washington Post

Summary of A Beautiful, Terrible Thing: A
Memoir of Marriage
The ideal graduation gift for anyone about to enter the
workforce, a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional
conversations—featuring all-new advice from the creator of the
popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice
columnist. There’s a reason Alison Green has been called
“the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplaceadvice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward
conversations in the office because they simply don’t know
what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly
helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may
need to have during your career. You’ll learn what to say
when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for
it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit
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“reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being
managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss
seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud
speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the
holiday party Advance praise for Ask a Manager “A mustread for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils
down to the idea that you should be professional (even when
others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward
manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter
where you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “I am a huge fan
of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even
better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing
big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so with
grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton,
Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and
The Asshole Survival Guide “Clear and concise in its advice
and expansive in its scope, Ask a Manager is the book I wish
I’d had in my desk drawer when I was starting out (or even,
let’s be honest, fifteen years in).”—Sarah Knight, New York
Times bestselling author of The Life-Changing Magic of Not
Giving a F*ck

A Lovely and Terrible Thing
"What does everyone in the modern world need to know?
[The author's] answer to this most difficult of questions
uniquely combines the hard-won truths of ancient tradition
with the stunning revelations of cutting-edge scientific
research. [The author discusses] discussing discipline,
freedom, adventure and responsibility, distilling the world's
wisdom into 12 practical and profound rules for life"--

Beautiful Terrible Ruins
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The civil rights movement has become national legend,
lauded by presidents from Reagan to Obama to Trump, as
proof of the power of American democracy. This fable,
featuring dreamy heroes and accidental heroines, has
shuttered the movement firmly in the past, whitewashed the
forces that stood in its way, and diminished its scope. And it is
used perniciously in our own times to chastise present-day
movements and obscure contemporary injustice. In A More
Beautiful and Terrible History award-winning historian Jeanne
Theoharis dissects this national myth-making, teasing apart
the accepted stories to show them in a strikingly different
light. We see Rosa Parks not simply as a bus lady but a
lifelong criminal justice activist and radical; Martin Luther
King, Jr. as not only challenging Southern sheriffs but
Northern liberals, too; and Coretta Scott King not only as a
"helpmate" but a lifelong economic justice and peace activist
who pushed her husband's activism in these directions.
Moving from "the histories we get" to "the histories we need,"
Theoharis challenges nine key aspects of the fable to reveal
the diversity of people, especially women and young people,
who led the movement; the work and disruption it took; the
role of the media and "polite racism" in maintaining injustice;
and the immense barriers and repression activists faced.
Theoharis makes us reckon with the fact that far from being
acceptable, passive or unified, the civil rights movement was
unpopular, disruptive, and courageously persevering.
Activists embraced an expansive vision of justice - which a
majority of Americans opposed and which the federal
government feared. By showing us the complex reality of the
movement, the power of its organizing, and the beauty and
scope of the vision, Theoharis proves that there was nothing
natural or inevitable about the progress that occurred.
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A Beautiful, Terrible Thing
By the bestselling author of A Beautiful, Terrible Thing, a
haunting thriller about a mother and daughter who must draw
strength from each other when they find themselves trapped
in a cabin with a stranger who wants to either control them--or
kill them. FOURTEEN YEARS BEFORE THE CABIN: Twentysomething Anne meets the man of her dreams right out of
college, but after they get married, Anne notices that her
husband begins acting differently. Why is Ethan suddenly so
moody? And will their marriage endure? A WEEK BEFORE
THE CABIN: Ten years later, Anne and her twelve-year-old
daughter, Thea, are safely living in Vermont. Anne is a
successful therapist, Thea has friends at her new school, and
they receive an endless stream of love, support, and baked
goods from Anne's sweet mom, Rose. When Thea takes to
brooding and showing classic signs of teen angst, a trip for
the three women to the White Mountains of New Hampshire
seems like the perfect chance to bond. THE CABIN: A man
follows the three women on a hike at a nature reserve and
drags them at gunpoint to an abandoned cabin in the woods.
And just like that their peaceful weekend away turns into a
fight for survival. It isn't clear what this man wants from these
women or how he is connected to them if at all, but it is
increasingly clear that they won't all get out of the cabin alive.
SURVIVAL INSTINCTS is a captivating and terrifying novel
that brings to life one of the scariest truths of all--that people's
inner monsters come in various forms, some more
recognizable than others, and that we are all one random
encounter away from tragedy.

A Terrible Thing Happened
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This is not just a book about running. It's a book about
cupcakes. It's a book about suffering. It's a book about
gluttony, vanity, bliss, electrical storms, ranch dressing, and
Godzilla. It's a book about all the terrible and wonderful
reasons we wake up each day and propel our bodies through
rain, shine, heaven, and hell. From #1 New York Times bestselling author, Matthew Inman, AKA The Oatmeal, comes this
hilarious, beautiful, poignant collection of comics and stories
about running, eating, and one cartoonist's reasons for
jogging across mountains until his toenails fall off. Containing
over 70 pages of never-before-seen material, including "A
Lazy Cartoonist's Guide to Becoming a Runner" and "The
Blerch's Guide to Dieting," this book also comes with Blerch
race stickers.

Beautiful Chaos
A Beautiful, Terrible Thing
Viola doesn't want to go to boarding school, but somehow
she ends up at Prefect Academy, an all-girls school in South
Bend, Indiana, far faraway from her home in Brooklyn, New
York. Now Viola is stuck for a whole year in what seems to be
the sherbet-coloured-sweater capital of the world. Ick. There's
no way Viola's going to survive the year - especially since she
has to replace her BFFAA (best friend forever and always)
Andrew with three new roommates who, disturbingly, actually
seem to likebeing at Prefect. She resorts to viewing the world
(and hiding) behind the lens of her video camera. But
boarding school, her roommates and even Indiana, are
nothing like Viola thought they would be, and she soon
realises that she may be in for the most incredible year of her
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life. But first she has to put the camera down and let the world
in.

The Terrible
Seven essays celebrating the beauty of the imperfect
marriage. We hear plenty about whether or not to get married,
but much less about what it takes to stay married. Clichés
around marriage—eternal bliss, domestic harmony, soul
mates—leave out the real stuff. After marriage you may still
want to sleep with other people. Sometimes your partner will
bore the hell out of you. And when stuck paying for your
spouse’s mistakes, you might miss being single. In Wedding
Toasts I’ll Never Give, Ada Calhoun presents an unflinching
but also loving portrait of her own marriage, opening a longoverdue conversation about the institution as it truly is: not
the happy ending of a love story or a relic doomed by high
divorce rates, but the beginning of a challenging new chapter
of which “the first twenty years are the hardest.” Calhoun’s
funny, poignant personal essays explore the bedrooms of
modern coupledom for a nuanced discussion of infidelity,
existential anxiety, and the many other obstacles to staying
together. Both realistic and openhearted, Wedding Toasts I’ll
Never Give offers a refreshing new way to think about
marriage as a brave, tough, creative decision to stay with
another person for the rest of your life. “What a burden,”
Calhoun calls marriage, “and what a gift.”

The Unbearable Lightness of Being
As seen in the HBO docuseries THE VOW: The shocking and
subversive memoir of a 12-year-NXIVM-member-turnedwhistleblower, and her inspiring true story of abuse, escape,
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and redemption. "'Master, would you brand me? It would be
an honor.' From the second I climb onto the table, acutely
aware that I am lying in the sweat of my sisters, I will have
blocked that out. Lying there completely naked, I am at my
most vulnerable but determined to prove my strength. I try to
keep my legs closed as my body wills itself to protect my
most private area. . . . I tell myself: I am a warrior. I birthed a
human. I can handle pain. But nothing could have ever
prepared me for the feel of this fire on my skin." Scarred is
Sarah Edmondson's compelling memoir of her recruitment
into the NXIVM cult, the 12 years she spent within the
organization (during which she enrolled over 2,000 members
and entered DOS—NXIVM's "secret sisterhood"), her breaking
point, and her harrowing fight to get out, to expose Keith
Raniere and the leadership, to help others, and to heal.
Complete with personal photographs, Scarred is also an eyeopening story about abuses of power, female trust and
friendship, and how sometimes the search to be "better" can
override everything else. • In the tradition of Unorthodox by
Deborah Feldman, Escape by Carolyn Jessop, and
Troublemaker by Leah Remini • This tell-all follows Sarah
from the moment she takes her first NXIVM seminar, to the
invitation she accepts from her best friend, Lauren Salzman,
into DOS, to her journey toward become a key witness in the
federal case against its founders • Evokes questions about
friendship, ethics, good and evil, making it a brilliant selection
for book clubs Audio edition read by the author.

12 Rules for Life
"[A] thoughtful and compelling elegy to a troubled man, a
broken love, and a broken dream of the west."—Leslie
Jamison, New York Times bestselling author of The Empathy
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Exams An MSN Best Book of 2016 Set against the stark and
surreal landscape of New Mexico, Land of Enchantment is a
coming-of-age memoir about young love, obsession, and
loss, and how a person can imprint a place in your mind
forever. When Leigh Stein received a call from an unknown
number in July 2011, she let it go to voice mail, assuming it
would be her ex-boyfriend Jason. Instead, the call was from
his brother: Jason had been killed in a motorcycle accident.
He was twenty-three years old. She had seen him alive just a
few weeks earlier. Leigh first met Jason at an audition for a
tragic play. He was nineteen and troubled and intensely
magnetic, a dead ringer for James Dean. Leigh was twentytwo and living at home with her parents, trying to figure out
what to do with her young adult life. Within months, they had
fallen in love and moved to New Mexico, the “Land of
Enchantment,” a place neither of them had ever been. But
what was supposed to be a romantic adventure quickly
turned sinister, as Jason’s behavior went from playful and
spontaneous to controlling and erratic, eventually escalating
to violence. Now New Mexico was marked by isolation and
the anxiety of how to leave a man she both loved and feared.
Even once Leigh moved on to New York, throwing herself into
her work, Jason and their time together haunted her. Land of
Enchantment lyrically explores the heartbreaking complexity
of why the person hurting you the most can be impossible to
leave. With searing honesty and cutting humor, Leigh
wrestles with what made her fall in love with someone so
destructive and how to grieve a man who wasn’t always good
to her.

Land of Enchantment
Around you the world is swirling - you pass through a
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submerged town; the bakery, a wheelbarrow, a bike floating
on its side on the main street, its steeples and trees barely
visible through the thick water. In the distance the wreck of
the gunship HMS Elizabeth lolls on a sandbank a couple of
miles from the shore. Oil slicks the canals of the capital and
even now in the midst of the bombing, the old men still tell
tales of mermaids in the shallows. A pool, empty of water
save for a brackish puddle at one end that has escaped the
summer heat. A mess of fine bones and hanks of fur - the
remains of mice or possums that have tumbled in, lured
perhaps by the water. Two boys stand by its edge, watching a
stolen bracelet flash through the humid air into the deep end.
In bestselling author Chris Womersley's first short fiction
collection, twenty macabre and deliciously enjoyable tales
linked by the trickle of water that runs through them all will
keep readers spellbound until their final, unexpected and
unsettling twist PRAISE FOR CHRIS WOMERSLEY 'By
interweaving the trivial, the humorous and the grisliest of the
grisly, Chris Womersley straps us in for a shivery ride.' New
York Times 'Unrepentantly daring.' The Age 'Poetic and
original.' The Monthly 'Brilliantly compelling.' Australian
Women's Weekly 'A master storyteller.' Australian Book
Review PRAISE FOR A LOVELY AND TERRIBLE THING
'Womersley has the chops to write prose that looks realist,
then seamlessly turns vertiginously weird. His deployment of
the macabre has sufficient restraint, his imagination sufficient
turn, that these stories maintain the power to shock' The
Australian 'There is a formal elegance to his writing, even
when the language is vernacular and the settings are
domestic. This creates gloomily atmospheric stories with
creepy momentum that bring to mind shades of Shirley
Jackson and Edgar Allan Poe, but these are not horror stories
per se.' The Age 'These stories, published between 2006 and
2017, stand the test of time and assert Womersley as a
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powerful writer of the short form. This collection is playful, and
skips between the known and unknown, the palatable and
uncomfortable. Like water, these stories are unpredictable,
often turbulent, and contain great depth.' Readings Books
'The stories are weird and wonderful, heartbreaking and
inspiring It's one with the lot.' Herald Sun 'A Lovely and
Terrible Thing is a collection of taut, dark-edged, and very
successful stories. Chris Womersley's novels have a welldeserved following, and this transition to short fiction will add
to his readership and acclaim.' Australian Book Review 'There
is a poetic lilt to Womersley's prose. And he certainly knows
how to end a story. In this collection the excellent endings are
masterful: some leave you contemplating what might happen
even after the story ends; others effect a satisfactory full stop
to the narrative.' Artshub

Terrible Things
People of color are eager for white people to deal with their
racial ignorance. White people are desperate for an
affirmative role in racial justice. Not My Idea: A Book About
Whiteness helps with conversations the nation is, just now,
finally starting to have.

Psych: A Mind is a Terrible Thing to Read
A woman discovers her marriage is built on an illusion in this
harrowing and ultimately inspiring memoir. “Be forewarned:
You won’t sleep until you finish the last page.”—Caroline
Leavitt, author of Cruel Beautiful World One night. One email.
Two realities Before: Jen Waite has met the partner of her
dreams. A handsome, loving man who becomes part of her
family, evolving into her husband, her best friend, and the
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father of her infant daughter. After: A disturbing email sparks
suspicion, leading to an investigation of who this man really is
and what was really happening in their marriage. In
alternating Before and After chapters, Waite obsessively
analyzes her relationship, trying to find a single moment form
the past five years that isn't part of the long con of lies and
manipulation. Instead, she finds more lies, infidelity, and
betrayal than she could have imagined. With the pacing and
twists of a psychological thriller, A Beautiful, Terrible Thing
looks at how a fairy tale can become a nightmare and what
happens when “it could never happen to me” actually does.

The Terrible Thing That Happened to Barnaby
Brocket
"A collection of columns from Chicago Tribune columnist,
Mary Schmich"--Provided by publisher.

Everything You Ever Wanted
From the celebrated poet behind bone, a lyrical memoir—part
prose, part verse—about coming-of-age, uncovering the
cruelty and beauty of the wider world, and redemption
through self-discovery and the bonds of family “You may not
run away from the thing that you are because it comes and
comes and comes as sure as you breathe.” This is the story
of Yrsa Daley-Ward, and all the things that happened—“even
the terrible things. And God, there were terrible things.” It’s
about her childhood in the northwest of England with her
beautiful, careworn mother Marcia; the man formerly known
as Dad (half fun, half frightening); and her little brother Roo,
who sees things written in the stars. It’s also about the
surreal magic of adolescence, about growing up and
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discovering the power and fear of sexuality, about pitch-gray
days of pills and powder and connection. It’s about damage
and pain, but also joy. Told with raw intensity and shocking
honesty, The Terrible is a memoir of going under, losing
yourself, and finding your voice.

Scarred
A jaw-dropping story of how a girl from the suburbs ends up
in a prince's harem, and emerges from the secret Xanadu
both richer and wiser At eighteen, Jillian Lauren was an NYU
theater school dropout with a tip about an upcoming audition.
The "casting director" told her that a rich businessman in
Singapore would pay pretty American girls $20,000 if they
stayed for two weeks to spice up his parties. Soon, Jillian was
on a plane to Borneo, where she would spend the next
eighteen months in the harem of Prince Jefri Bolkiah,
youngest brother of the Sultan of Brunei, leaving behind her
gritty East Village apartment for a palace with rugs laced with
gold and trading her band of artist friends for a coterie of
backstabbing beauties. More than just a sexy read set in an
exotic land, Some Girls is also the story of how a rebellious
teen found herself-and the courage to meet her birth mother
and eventually adopt a baby boy.

Even the Terrible Things Seem Beautiful to Me
Now
Once the manufacturing powerhouse of the nation, Detroit
has become emblematic of failing cities everywhere—the
paradigmatic city of ruins—and the epicenter of an explosive
growth in images of urban decay. In Beautiful Terrible Ruins,
art historian Dora Apel explores a wide array of these images,
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ranging from photography, advertising, and television, to
documentaries, video games, and zombie and disaster films.
Apel shows how Detroit has become pivotal to an expanding
network of ruin imagery, imagery ultimately driven by a
pervasive and growing cultural pessimism, a loss of faith in
progress, and a deepening fear that worse times are coming.
The images of Detroit’s decay speak to the overarching
anxieties of our era: increasing poverty, declining wages and
social services, inadequate health care, unemployment,
homelessness, and ecological disaster—in short, the failure of
capitalism. Apel reveals how, through the aesthetic distancing
of representation, the haunted beauty and fascination of ruin
imagery, embodied by Detroit’s abandoned downtown
skyscrapers, empty urban spaces, decaying factories, and
derelict neighborhoods help us to cope with our fears. But
Apel warns that these images, while pleasurable, have little
explanatory power, lulling us into seeing Detroit’s
deterioration as either inevitable or the city’s own fault, and
absolving the real agents of decline—corporate disinvestment
and globalization. Beautiful Terrible Ruins helps us
understand the ways that the pleasure and the horror of
urban decay hold us in thrall.

Ask a Manager
After Sherman sees something terrible happen, he becomes
anxious and then angry, so a counselor helps him talk about
these emotions.

Wedding Toasts I'll Never Give
For a nation that often optimistically claims to be post-racial,
we are still mired in the practices of racial inequality that plays
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out in law, policy, and in our local communities. One of two
explanations is often given for this persistent phenomenon:
On the one hand, we might be hypocritical—saying one thing,
and doing or believing another; on the other, it might have
little to do with us individually but rather be inherent to the
structure of American society. More Beautiful and More
Terrible compels us to think beyond this insufficient
dichotomy in order to see how racial inequality is perpetuated.
Imani Perry asserts that the U.S. is in a new and distinct
phase of racism that is “post-intentional”: neither based on
the intentional discrimination of the past, nor drawing upon
biological concepts of race. Drawing upon the insights and
tools of critical race theory, social policy, law, sociology and
cultural studies, she demonstrates how post-intentional
racism works and maintains that it cannot be addressed
solely through the kinds of structural solutions of the Left or
the values arguments of the Right. Rather, the author
identifies a place in the middle—a space of “righteous
hope”—and articulates a notion of ethics and human agency
that will allow us to expand and amplify that hope. To
paraphrase James Baldwin, when talking about race, it is
both more terrible than most think, but also more beautiful
than most can imagine, with limitless and open-ended
possibility. Perry leads readers down the path of imagining
the possible and points to the way forward.

Some Girls
Create, Craft, and Sell Your First Novel, Memoir, or Nonfiction
Book

Beautiful and Terrible Things
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A divinity professor and young mother diagnosed with Stage
IV cancer shares her perspectives on friendship, love, and
death while describing her efforts to remain true to her faith in
spite of impossible hardships.

All the Ugly and Wonderful Things
The story of Arthur Fletcher, an important civil rights leader
and a lifelong Republican.

Your Book Starts Here
In this allegory, the author's reaction to the Holocaust, the
animals of the forest are carried away, one type after another,
by the Terrible Things, not realizing that if perhaps they would
all stick together and not look the other way, such terrible
things might not happen.

Cruel Beautiful World
As the daughter of a drug dealer, Wavy knows not to trust
people, not even her own parents. It's safer to keep her
mouth shut and stay out of sight. Struggling to raise her little
brother, Donal, eight-year-old Wavy is the only responsible
adult around. Obsessed with the constellations, she finds
peace in the starry night sky above the fields behind her
house, until one night her star gazing causes an accident.
After witnessing his motorcycle wreck, she forms an unusual
friendship with one of her father's thugs, Kellen, a tattooed excon with a heart of gold. By the time Wavy is a teenager, her
relationship with Kellen is the only tender thing in a brutal
world of addicts and debauchery. When tragedy rips Wavy's
family apart, a well-meaning aunt steps in, and what is
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beautiful to Wavy looks ugly under the scrutiny of the outside
world. Kellen may not be innocent, but he is the fixed point in
Wavy and Donal's chaotic universe. Instead of playing it safe,
Wavy has to learn to fight for Kellen, for her brother, and for
herself. About the Author Bryn Greenwood is a fourthgeneration Kansan, one of seven sisters, and the daughter of
a mostly reformed drug dealer. She earned a MA in Creative
Writing from Kansas State University. She is the New York
Times bestselling author of the novels The Reckless Oath We
Made, All the Ugly and Wonderful Things, Last Will, and Lie
Lay Lain. She lives in Lawrence, Kansas. Industry Reviews
New York Times bestseller USA Today bestseller

Duped
When Caleb Chance walked out in Detroit five years ago,
leaving his band, millions of his fans and his lover behind,
Leo knew he could never forgive. Some things, no matter
what the cause, are unforgivable.But Leo never expected
Caleb to show up again, clean and sober and wanting to get
their band, Star Shadow, back together. He definitely never
expected to agree to Caleb's plan.He never expected to
confront the love of his life again--or the disaster of his past,
the hopelessness of his future, and every terrible thing he's
been carrying inside him.But maybe some things aren't so
terrible after all.

A Terrible Thing to Waste
It's 1895, and after the death of her mother, 16-year-old
Gemma Doyle is shipped off from the life she knows in India
to Spence, a proper boarding school in England. Lonely, guiltridden, and prone to visions of the future that have an
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uncomfortable habit of coming true, Gemma's reception there
is a chilly one. To make things worse, she's being followed by
a mysterious young Indian man, a man sent to watch her. But
why? What is her destiny? And what will her entanglement
with Spence's most powerful girls - and their foray into the
spiritual world - lead to?

Everything Happens for a Reason
A "powerful and indispensable" look at the devastating
consequences of environmental racism (Gerald Markowitz) -and what we can do to remedy its toxic effects on
marginalized communities. Did you know Middle-class African
American households with incomes between $50,000 and
$60,000 live in neighborhoods that are more polluted than
those of very poor white households with incomes below
$10,000. When swallowed, a lead-paint chip no larger than a
fingernail can send a toddler into a coma -- one-tenth of that
amount will lower his IQ. Nearly two of every five African
American homes in Baltimore are plagued by lead-based
paint. Almost all of the 37,500 Baltimore children who
suffered lead poisoning between 2003 and 2015 were African
American. From injuries caused by lead poisoning to the
devastating effects of atmospheric pollution, infectious
disease, and industrial waste, Americans of color are harmed
by environmental hazards in staggeringly disproportionate
numbers. This systemic onslaught of toxic exposure and
institutional negligence causes irreparable physical harm to
millions of people across the country-cutting lives tragically
short and needlessly burdening our health care system. But
these deadly environments create another insidious and often
overlooked consequence: robbing communities of color, and
America as a whole, of intellectual power. The 1994
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publication of The Bell Curve and its controversial thesis
catapulted the topic of genetic racial differences in IQ to the
forefront of a renewed and heated debate. Now, in A Terrible
Thing to Waste, award-winning science writer Harriet A.
Washington adds her incisive analysis to the fray, arguing
that IQ is a biased and flawed metric, but that it is useful for
tracking cognitive damage. She takes apart the spurious
notion of intelligence as an inherited trait, using copious data
that instead point to a different cause of the reported African
American-white IQ gap: environmental racism - a confluence
of racism and other institutional factors that relegate
marginalized communities to living and working near sites of
toxic waste, pollution, and insufficient sanitation services. She
investigates heavy metals, neurotoxins, deficient prenatal
care, bad nutrition, and even pathogens as chief agents
influencing intelligence to explain why communities of color
are disproportionately affected -- and what can be done to
remedy this devastating problem. Featuring extensive
scientific research and Washington's sharp, lively reporting, A
Terrible Thing to Waste is sure to outrage, transform the
conversation, and inspire debate.

Survival Instincts
Read an essay by Chang-rae Lee here. The bestselling,
award-winning writer of Native Speaker, A Gesture Life, and
Aloft returns with his biggest, most ambitious novel yet: a
spellbinding story of how love and war echo through an entire
lifetime. With his three critically acclaimed novels, Chang-rae
Lee has established himself as one of the most talented
writers of contemporary literary fiction. Now, with The
Surrendered, Lee has created a book that amplifies
everything we've seen in his previous works, and reads like
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nothing else. It is a brilliant, haunting, heartbreaking story
about how love and war inalterably change the lives of those
they touch. June Han was only a girl when the Korean War
left her orphaned; Hector Brennan was a young GI who fled
the petty tragedies of his small town to serve his country.
When the war ended, their lives collided at a Korean
orphanage where they vied for the attentions of Sylvie
Tanner, the beautiful yet deeply damaged missionary wife
whose elusive love seemed to transform everything. Thirty
years later and on the other side of the world, June and
Hector are reunited in a plot that will force them to come to
terms with the mysterious secrets of their past, and the
shocking acts of love and violence that bind them together.
As Lee unfurls the stunning story of June, Hector, and Sylvie,
he weaves a profound meditation on the nature of heroism
and sacrifice, the power of love, and the possibilities for
mercy, salvation, and surrendering oneself to another.
Combining the complex themes of identity and belonging of
Native Speaker and A Gesture Life with the broad range,
energy, and pure storytelling gifts of Aloft, Chang-rae Lee has
delivered his most ambitious, exciting, and unforgettable work
yet. It is a mesmerizing novel, elegantly suspenseful and
deeply affecting.

A Great and Terrible Beauty
A tale of acceptance from the bestselling author of The Boy in
the Striped Pajamas. Barnaby Brocket is an ordinary eightyear-old boy in most ways, but he was born different in one
important way: he floats. Unlike everyone else, Barnaby does
not obey the law of gravity. His parents, who have a fear of
being noticed, want desperately for Barnaby to be normal, but
he can't help who he is. And when the unthinkable happens,
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Barnaby finds himself on a journey that takes him all over the
world. Drifting from Brazil to New York, from Canada to
Ireland, and even to space, the floating boy meets all sorts of
different people--and discovers who he really is along the
way. This whimsical novel will delight middle-graders, while
readers of all ages will find themselves questioning what it
means to be "normal."

My Lovely Wife in the Psych Ward
SILAS My home is my sanctuary. Or is it my prison? Some
days it's hard to tell. I've confined myself behind these walls
for protection. I have my reasons, but that doesn't change the
profound loneliness I've discovered in the process. Then one
day I find myself drifting toward the window to see him. Corey
Marshall, my new neighbor. Quiet, reserved, and cute as can
be. He infects my thoughts, becomes the image I fantasize
about. I want to taste his lips, smell his scentfeel what it's like
to be inside him. And soon, watching becomes exchanging
gifts and messages, which becomes so much more. It's
wrong to want this as badly as I do, but I can't help myself. I
crave him so desperately. It's hard to tell if what we're doing is
going to make me lose my mind or change my entire world,
but it's too late to turn back now COREY I've never been quite
right. Too high or too low. Pain is my constant companionat
the hands of my abusive ex, and often from myself. The
sweet relief is only temporary, but in those moments, it's like I
can finally breathe. Then I meet him. Silas Rizner calms the
chaotic storms inside me. He makes me feel loved, treasured,
even when I don't deserve it. I cherish the moments we
share--cooking, cuddling, and when Silas reads to me until I
fall asleep. When he's inside me, it's the only time in my life
I've ever felt complete. Silas becomes the glue that holds me
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together, that bandages my scars. Inside the walls of his
home, we're almost safe, but our demons are always there,
waiting to break free. We're a mess. We're broken, chaotic,
beautiful; we're in love. But not even love can slay our
monsters. No, only we can do that. Unless our monsters
destroy us first. TRIGGERS: Self-harm, depression, anxiety,
mentions of past domestic violence. *While the sexual
situations depicted in Beautiful Chaos are imperative to the
characters' development throughout the course of the novel,
readers are advised to peruse the "Dear Reader" letter at the
beginning of the book to help them make an informed
decision about whether this particular story will be to their
tastes. This letter can be viewed in the downloadable sample
or by using the "Look Inside" feature found on the title's
product page.

More Beautiful and More Terrible
The intimate and revealing memoir of the multi-award-winning
telenovela and music superstar. In Growing Stronger,
international superstar Thalia opens up for the first time about
her rewarding and sometimes devastating life experiences.
She reveals her most personal struggles-the loss of her father
when she was just five years old, the shocking kidnapping of
her sister, and her battle with a life-altering disease-and
reflects on her greatest blessings, like husband Tommy
Mottola and their daughter Sabrina. Through this process,
Thalia discovers that only she could permit herself to accept
the joys of life, let go of painful obstacles, and find her true
balance. This empowering story will resonate with her millions
of fans and new readers alike.

The Surrendered
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Jen Waite was faced with so many questions when she
began to realize that her loving husband fits the textbook
definition of a psychopath. In a raw, first-person account,
Waite recounts each heartbreaking discovery, every lifedestroying lie, and reveals what happens once the dust finally
settles on her demolished marriage. With a dual-timeline
narrative structure, we see Waite's romance bud, bloom and
wither simultaneously, making the heartbreak and disbelief
even more affecting.

Viola in Reel Life
?A punk rock Scheherazade” (Margaret Cho) shares the
zigzagging path that took her from being a member of a
harem to motherhood Jillian Lauren is not your typical mom.
In Everything You Ever Wanted, she recounts her journey of
starting a family after a radically untraditional beginning that
was fraught with sex, drugs and rock and roll and
immortalized in the internationally bestselling memoir Some
Girls. With the same unflinching honesty displayed in Some
Girls, Lauren chronicles how, after she loses her best friend
to an overdose and her parents disown her, she is saved by
her love for her adopted son with special needs. Exploring
complex ideas of identity and reinvention, Everything You
Ever Wanted is a must-read for everyone, especially every
mother, who has ever hoped for a second act in life.
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